
BankMed S.A.L. launches
its pioneering environmental program

Climate, nature, and the environment are Lebanon’s key features and major reasons that attract tourists and bring back the expatriates. 

Unfortunately, several factors including war, �res, pollution and neglect have resulted in damaging this environment. Building on 
Lebanon's recovery and stability, and following the instructions of His Excellency the President of the Republic, General Michel 
Suleiman, along with the e�orts of some ministries, the Central Bank of Lebanon and civil society organizations, active e�orts have been 
deployed to improve and support environmental and development projects. Knowing the importance of a clean healthy environment 
speci�cally in Lebanon, a country blessed with a beautiful nature that makes it unique amongst its Arab and regional neighbors, and in 
recognition of the responsibility towards the community to which BankMed proudly belongs to, the Chairman and General Manager, 

Mr. Mohammed Hariri, decided to launch a pioneer environmental program throughout 2009 and 2010. �is program includes studies 
and action plans aimed at taking care of the environment, the cleaning and rehabilitation of various sites and locations across lebanon, 

in collaboration with relevant ministries and institutions involved in civil society. 

�e �rst phase of this program began in early 2009 with a wide advertising campaign to raise awareness. �e bank has also initiated the 
second phase by the adoption of several projects to improve the environment, and is currently preparing to implement the third 
phase of the program covering a range of projects: 

Launching of special �nancing products in line with the decision of the Central Bank`s governor,

to promote new projects such as eco-friendly green architecture projects, installation of red tiled roofs, landscaping, 

renewable energy, waste management, through the granting of so� loans, which interests and commissions do not 
exceed the cost of funding plus 2 percent, with a repayment period of up to 10 years and a grace period of not less 
than 6 months. 

Direct support to the natural reserves in Lebanon, starting with Al-Shouf Nature Reserve,

the largest protected region in Lebanon. �is reserve extends over an area of 50 hectares
and constitutes 5 percent of the total area of the country. It includes three major forests
and four sub-forests. �e bank will be launching an advertising campaign to raise public awareness on the 
importance of these reserves and to encourage visits during the summer. �e bank will also plant more 
than a thousand Cedar trees, synonymous with the splendor, majesty and distinction of Lebanon and its 
heritage. 

Financing vital projects to reduce air pollution in Lebanon. 

Contributing in the establishment of specialized tree plantations in collaboration with the American 
University of Beirut and supporting farmers to market their products in various regions of 
Lebanon. 

Rehabilitation of public parks in some towns and villages
in Lebanon. 

Seeking and contributing in �nding the ideal means
to re-embellish some fortress and citadel sites that were damaged 
previously. 

Launching of a campaign to clean sandy beaches with the 
collaboration of the bank sta� in order to remove sediment and 
debris, and make it a safe and clean place for visitors and appropriate 
for marine life. 

Preparation and release of environmental awareness programs 
targeting university students. 

Organization of competitions and prizes dedicated to development and 
environmental education and targeting school students.

 

Development of a website to participate in competitions aimed at raising 
environmental awareness and rewarding outstanding participants. 

Financing projects aimed at the rationalization of energy consumption and 
increasing its e�ciency. 

Attracting and supporting global charitable organizations
to organize and present theatrical plays that build awareness among children 
on environmental matters, as well as promoting a culture of cooperation to 
preserve the environment. 

Based on the principles of good civic duty,

Mr. Mohammed Hariri called upon all Lebanese companies and institutions to 
participate and contribute to these e�orts aimed at developing the 
community and preserving the environment of our beloved country.


